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We report measurements of the linear and circular polarization ratios as a function of rotational state
for the asymmetric rotor NH2. This molecule displays fine structure splitting from its unpaired
electron and hyperfine structure from coupling with the nuclear spins. We present a theory of
polarized emission for this molecule which includes the effects of fine and hyperfine interactions.
These have a marked effect on the polarization ratios and are well described by a theory in which
the effect of electron and nuclear spin are introduced as time-independent perturbation coefficients.
We find that theory predicts different values of polarization ratio according to the manner of
coupling of the proton nuclear spins. The best fits to experimental data are obtained when the
coupling follows a physically intuitive scheme rather than that usually adopted. When all
intramolecular couplings due to electron and nuclear spins are properly accounted for;there is no
depolarization that may be attributed to the effect of elastic collisions. Thus, as in the case of
diatomic molecules, orientation and alignment show a marked stability to change by collision.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00509-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of polarized fluorescence from exci
molecules in the gas phase has a lengthy history1 though
only in recent years has this phenomenon been studied
tematically and with rotational state resolution. With re
tively few exceptions, these state resolved experiments h
been carried out on diatomic molecules. The principal c
clusion from this work is of stereodynamical significan
and, in brief, is that reorientation of thej -vector by elastic
collisions has low probability in diatomics2–4 with cross sec-
tions typically two orders of magnitude lower that those
j -changing.5 Recent reviews describe these experiments
their significance in terms of collision theories.6,7

This earlier work established that before polarized flu
rescence data may be used to determine the extent ofcolli-
sional depolarization, the effects of intramolecular intera
tions, particularly those involving angular momentu
coupling, must be accounted for. One such is the nuc
hyperfine interaction, known to have a strong depolariz
effect particularly at lowj -value. The degree of hyperfin
depolarization is governed by the strength of coupling
nuclear spin to rotational angular momentum and on the l
time of the molecular excited state. Theoretical treatment
fluorescence polarization in molecules representing two l
iting coupling cases have been published. The first is
strong coupling regime,8 characterized by long radiative life
time and large hyperfine constant and the second, or w
coupling limit,5 results when radiative lifetime is short an
hyperfine constant small. Experimental results on molecu
representing these two limiting cases3,5 indicate that all de-
polarization effects may be accounted for in terms of

a!Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of Latvia, 19 R
Blvd., Riga, Latvia.
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intramolecular angular momentum couplings and there is
component of the depolarization that may be attributed to
effects of elastic collisions.

Here we describe an experimental and theoretical st
of polarization of rotationally resolved fluorescence in a b
triatomic molecule possessing both nuclear and elect
spin. The principal motivation for this study was the inve
tigation of collisional reorientation in a system for whic
spectroscopic states are identifiable in terms of vectors in
molecule frame. This is of considerable significance in
study of dynamical stereochemistry. However the effects
intramolecular coupling of electron and nuclear spin w
rotational angular momentum must be untangled before
larized fluorescence data may be interpreted in terms of
lisional effects. This is particularly important for NH2 since
relatively low rotational states are accessed by laser exc
tion and these are likely to be most affected by fine a
hyperfine interactions.

In addition, radicals possessing nuclear spin play an
portant role in, for example, atmospheric and combust
chemistry. An earlier treatment by Zare and co-workers9 was
in the context of alignment of diatomic radicals as produ
of photodissociation processes. The theory presented he
for the case of single quantum level preparation using
early or circularly polarized radiation with state-resolved d
tection of polarized fluorescence. This development, whic
for the resonance lines only, applies equally to diatomics
to asymmetric rotor molecules.

There have been many spectroscopic studies of NH2 and,
as a result, the constants for both ground and excited stat
reasonably well established. Rotational state-resolved,
early polarized fluorescence in this molecule was reporte
1975 by Kroll.10 Spin doublets were not resolved and form
las presented for the polarization ratio neglected the nuc
is
347777/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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3478 Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
hyperfine interaction. Whitaker and McCaffery11 reported
circular polarization ratios for resonance and collision
transfer features in NH2. The results were interpreted using
modified version of a treatment based on the Born appr
mation introduced by Dixon and Field.12 This was only par-
tially successful in interpreting the polarization of trans
features, emphasizing the unsuitability of an approximat
based on the long-range potential in describing rotatio
transfer, which represents scattering from the repulsive w

This contribution reports linear and circular polarizati
measurements made on the resonance lines of a numb
Nkakc

states of NH2 following polarized excitation of those
states. Theoretical expressions are derived for the effec
electron and of nuclear spin on the polarization of resolv
fluorescence. These predicted values are compared to ex
ment and found to give an excellent account when
nuclear spins are coupled in what could be thought of a
physically intuitive fashion rather than that conventiona
adopted for spectroscopic purposes. The more complex t
retical problem of polarization of collisionally populate
transfer features is treated in a separate publication.

II. THEORY

A. Excitation and detection in a state multipole basis

This section follows the density matrix treatment of Ba
and McCaffery.13 In expressions for polarization ratios of th
resonance lines, the molecule-fixed projection quantum n
berska andkc do not enter and therefore much of the theo
developed for diatomic molecules may be carried over. Up
excitation the molecule undergoes a~rotationally resolved!
electric dipole transition from the ground rovibronic statea9,
N9 to the excited statea, N. Note that according to spectro
scopic conventionN represents rotational angular mome
tum for molecules that possess electron spin. In such a
J5N1S. When molecules are excited using polarized rad
tion, the excited state density matrix elements are given

NNrM1M2
~ ê !}(

M9
^aNM1uê–dua9N9M 9&

3^aNM2uê–dua9N9M 9&* , ~1!

where ê is the laser polarization vector,d is the electric
dipole moment operator, anda, a9 represent all molecula
quantum numbers other than those involving molecular ro
tion.

In the case of circularly polarized excitation the quan
zation axis is along the laser propagation direction, deno
Ô, then the dipole transition can be described in spher
coordinates by14

ê–d5~21!qAeqA
1
•d2qA

1 , ~2!

whereqA511 for left circularly polarized light andqA521
for right circularly polarized light.

For linearly polarized excitation the quantization axis
along the laser polarization direction, denotedẑ and the di-
pole transition is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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1. ~3!

We utilize the state multipole formalism in which th
excited stateM distribution is represented by irreducib
components of the density matrix

NNrQ
K5 (

M1M2

~21!N2M1~2K11!1/2

3SN N K

M1 2M2 2QD NNrM1M2
, ~4!

K is the tensor rank which, for the case of a weak incid
radiation field is limited to the values 0, 1, and 2.

The expression appropriate to circularly polarized ex
tation is obtained through application of the Wigner–Eck
theorem,15 which in general form may be stated as

^a8 j 8m8uTQ
K ua jm&5~21! j 82m8S j 8 K j

2m8 Q mD
3^a8 j 8iTKia j &, ~5!

whereTQ
K is a tensor operator of rankK and componentQ.

The state multipoles formed in the upper state followi
circularly polarized excitation then become

NNr0
K~qA ,Ô!} (

M1M9
~21!N2M~2K11!1/2

3u^aNid1ia9N9&u2S N N K

M1 2M2 0 D
3SN 1 N9

2M qA M 9
D 2. ~6!

The 3-j symbols in Eq.~8! may be rearranged into on
6-j and one 3-j to eliminate the sums overM . The expres-
sion then becomes13

NNr0
K~qA ,Ô!}~21!N1N91K1qA~2K11!1/2

3S 1 1 K

qA 2qA 0 D H 1 1 K

N N N9
J

3u^aNid1
1ia9N9&u2, ~7!

whereqA561.
For linearly polarized excitation the quantization axis

along the direction of the electric vector.qA50 and the state
multipole of the excited state is13

NNr0
K~ ẑ!} (

M ,M9
~21!N2M~2K11!1/2u^aNid1ia9N9&u2

3SN N K

M 2M 0 D SN 1 N9

2M 0 M 9
D 2 ~8!

which on rearranging the 3-j symbols becomes
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3479Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
NNr0
K~qA ,ẑ!}~21!N1N91K~2K11!1/2S 1 1 K

0 0 0D
3 H 1 1 K

N N N9J u^aNid0
1ia9N9&u2. ~9!

Equations~7! and ~9! in conjunction with the known
tensor rank of the electric dipole operator and properties
the 3-j symbols provide proof that multipoles of rankK50,
1, and 2 and componentQ50 only are allowed.

Once formed, the polarized arrays of excited molecu
evolve in time until either they suffer inelastic collision o
undergo spontaneous dipole transitions to final statea-N-.
The intensity of fluorescence is given by

I} (
M1M2

NNrM1M2
~qA!•DM1M2

~qE!, ~10!

whereDM1M2
(qE) is a detection matrix for the dipole tran

sition from the state having projection quantum number d
tribution M1 andM2, and transition having emission pola
ization qE . The detection matrix for the transition from
rotational levelN of the excited state to the final stateN- is

DM1M2
5(

M-
^aNM1uêE•dEua-N-M-&

3^aNM2uêE•dEua-N-M-&* . ~11!

For circularly polarized excitation and detection t
quantization axis is along the laser propagation direction t
qE52qA for I2 andqE5qA for I1 . The intensity of polar-
ized emission is given by

I qE
qA} (

KMM-

NNrK~21!N2M1~2K11!1/2

3SN N K

M 2M 20D
3u^aNMueÎE•dI Eua-N-M-&u2. ~12!

Using the Wigner–Eckart theorem and rearranging
3-j symbols as before, the intensity of circularly polariz
emission following circularly polarized excitation is

I qE
qA}(

K

NNrK~qA!~21!N1N-1K1qE~2K11!1/2

3S 1 1 K

qE 2qE 0 D H 1 1 K

N N N-J
3u^a-N-id1

1iaN&u2. ~13!

For linearly polarized excitation and detection the axis
quantization remains that for excitation~i.e., the electric vec-
tor direction! andqE50. The detection matrix has the sam
form as for circular polarization Eq.~13!. The intensity of
emitted radiation of polarization parallel to that of the ex
tation radiation is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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I i} (
KMM-

NNrK~21!N2M~2K11!1/2SN N K

M 2M 0 D
3u^aNMu êzE•dI Eua-N-M-&u2 ~14!

which simplifies to

I i}(
K

NNrK~21!N1N-1K~2K11!1/2S 1 1 K
0 0 0D

3H 1 1 K
N N N-J u^a-N-id1iaN&u2. ~15!

The perpendicular component of fluorescence inten
I' may be obtained by carrying out the rotationR~0,u,0! on
the detection polarization tensor.15 As discussed above, onl
Q50 components of the tensors are created in the exc
state and hence onlyQ50 terms can appear in the expressi
for the fluorescence polarization. The rotation is theref
D00
K (0,u,0)5PK~cosu!, where PK~cosu! is an associated

Legendre function andu590°. The intensity of fluorescenc
having perpendicular polarization component is then giv
by

I'}(
K

NNrK~21!N1N-1K~2K11!1/2S 1 1 K
0 0 0D

3H 1 1 K
N N N-J PK~0!u^a-N-id1iaN&u2. ~16!

B. Hyperfine and fine depolarization

For molecules comprised of atoms possessing nuc
spin, the effects of the hyperfine interaction must be cons
ered. This is known to depolarize rotationally resolved flu
rescence in diatomic molecules particularly for those in l
rotational states.2,5 Two limiting cases were identified, th
first or strong coupling case being found in diatomics~such
as I2! with relatively long lifetime and strong hyperfine cou
pling. In this case the slowly-precessing nuclear spin vec
has time to couple fully to the rotational angular momentu
during the excited state lifetime. In the weak coupling lim
~Li2 for example! the lifetime is short and coupling weak
Only a limited degree of vector coupling takes place dur
the excited lifetime and depolarizing effects are seen only
the lowest rotational states,5 in contrast to the strong cou
pling regime in which effects can be discerned up to qu
high rotational states.3

The 2A state of NH2 is in the first of these categorie
with hyperfine splittings of the order of 100 MHz~Ref. 16!,
and excited state lifetime of 10ms.17 In these circumstance
the coupling of nuclear spin with the rotational angular m
mentum may be described using a formalism introduced
Blum19 in which time independent perturbation coefficien
are used to quantify the interaction

NNGI
K5(

F

~2F11!2

2I11 H J F I
F J KJ 2. ~17!

In Eq. ~20!, J is the rotational angular momentum,I is the
nuclear spin, andF is the total angular momentum, i.e.,
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3480 Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
F5J1I .

The fine splitting, which arises from the coupling
electron spin,Swith the rotational angular momentumN can
be treated using a similar expression, the perturbation c
ficient in this case being given by19

NNGS
K5(

J

~2J11!2

2S11 HN J S

J N KJ
2

, ~18!

J5N1I .

When both nuclear and electron spins need to be conside
the overall perturbation coefficient is obtained by combin
the two coefficients given above in Eqs.~17! and ~18!

NNGK5(
J,F

~2J11!2~2F11!2

~2S11!~2I11!
H N J S
J N KJ 2H J F I

F J KJ 2.
~19!

Note this approach assumes that fine and hyperfine splitt
are spectrally unresolved~or components summed whe
there is partial or complete resolution!.

The physical picture that the perturbation coefficie
represent is one in which the rotational angular momen
and the nuclear and electron spin vectors are uncoupled
ing the excitation process. Once the excited state is form
these vectors recouple. The perturbation coefficients of
~19! represent the probability that in the excited state ro

FIG. 1. Overview of experiment.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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tional angular momentumN will couple with the electron
spinS to form J and thatJ will couple with the total nuclear
spin I to form total angular momentumF.

The general form of the expression for intensity of em
sion of a specified polarizationqE following excitation by
light of polarizationqA in the presence of these addition
angular momentum couplings can be written as

I qE
qA5(

K,Q

JJrQ
K~qA!•JJGQ

K
•

JJDK~qE!•PK~cosu!. ~20!

In this equation,PK~cosu! is an associated Legendre fun
tion andu is the angle between excitation and detection
rections in the case of circularly polarized excitation, or t
angle between excitation and detection polarization vec
for linearly polarized excitation. The final expression for r
tationally resolved polarized fluorescence intensity in m
ecules in which there is nuclear and electron spin coupling
the rotationalAM is the following:

I qE
qA}(

K
(
F

(
J

~2J11!2~2F11!2~2K11!

~2S11!~2I11!

3S 1 1 K

qA 2qA 0 D S 1 1 K

qE 2qE 0 D H 1 1 K

N N N9
J

3H 1 1 K

N N N-J
3HN J S

J N KJ
2H J F I

F J KJ 2PK~cosu!, ~21!

III. EXPERIMENT

Recent publications describe the flow-reactor syst
used to create NH2 radicals from hydrazine using H atom
generated by microwave discharge of H2.

18 Under these ex-
perimental conditions the principal collision partner
known to be H atoms.12 The present experiment differs from
that reported earlier in two significant respects. Here we h
measured emission spectra of groups of lines using a C
array in conjunction with a double grating monochromat
The CCD has extremely precise timing. This enabled para
and perpendicular-polarized emission spectra to be meas
by manual rotation of the laser polarization, setting the c
lection time to be identical for both measurements.

Sets of integrated line intensities were manipulated us
the CCD software to produce values of parameterP. Small
changes in the intensity of laser radiation on rotating
polarization through 90° were measured using a modula
method with detection by a photodiode linked to a lock
amplifier. This gave a correction factor which was applied
the CCD intensities. Depolarization by cell windows w
also measured directly and a small correction~;1%! was
found necessary for this effect. Great care was taken to
clude all stray laser radiation in this, effectively unmod
lated, experiment. There are substantial gains in accu
and sensitivity in the method employed due to the high d
factor inherent in the technique.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3481Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
The second principal difference lies in the collision en
vironment employed here compared to those of Ref. 18.
this work, gas pressures of around 2.531021 Torr were typi-
cally used, an order of magnitude lower than in previou
work. This ensures formal single collision conditions. No
however that earlier studies had demonstrated using ext
sive pressure dependence, that even at considerably hig
cell pressures, the transfer data were the result of single c
lision events. The earlier work established that the earth
magnetic field had no significant influence on the polariz
tion measurements18 through the use of Helmholtz coils to
create a zero field environment. Figures 1 and 2 display ov
view and detail of the experiment, respectively.

The microwave discharge power utilized throughout th
experiment was 60 W and H atoms were generated appro
mately 60 cm upstream of the reaction zone. Molecular h
drogen and hydrazine enter the reaction region separa
carried by He gas and controlled by needle valves. The
action chamber has optical ports through which optical a
cess is available perpendicular to the direction of flow. Th
discharge tube and flow line were etched with 50% hydr
fluoric acid prior to each experiment in order to reduce rad
cal destruction at the walls. The output from an argo
pumped ring dye laser~Coherent 699.29! was directed to
cross the flow some 10 cm from the hydrazine inlet. Th
spectral width of the laser is 1 MHz or less and thus
considerably narrower than the Doppler width of th
X 2B1–A

2A1 transition, measured, by scanning across t
line profile, to be around 800 MHz. This measurement al
permitted an accurate estimate of the temperature of2A1NH2
in the center of the reaction zone to be made which w
found to be 346613 K.

NH2 was excited fromX 2B1 to rotational levels of the
~0,9,0! vibrational manifold of its first excited electronic
state (A 2A1). The presence of the unpaired electron caus
each level to split into two; the upper spin doubletJ5N1
1
2 and the lower spin doubletJ5N2 1

2. Nitrogen has nuclear
spin IN51 and for hydrogenIH51

2. The hyperfine splitting
was not resolved in this Doppler-limited experiment nor
most cases was the fine structure splitting. Accessible ro
tion levels wereN51–7. This molecule obeysc-type selec-
tion rules and hence the transition dipole moment is in t

FIG. 2. Detail of optical arrangement for observation of fluorescence pol
ization.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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direction ofc molecular axis. Line positions were found t
be in good agreement with the published tables of Dres
and Ramsay.20

Fluorescence from the excited radicals was focused
a Spex double monochromator and the dispersed light
tected using a CCD camera. For each transition two set
data were obtained, first, when the polarization of the ex
tation beam was parallel to that of the fluorescence and
ond, when perpendicular. The beam intensity after the
was measured using a lock-in amplifier so as to correct
experimental data for changes in laser intensity. The to
fluorescence from the cell was also monitored throughout
experiment to ensure chemical conditions in the reaction
remained constant throughout the experiment. The resul
CCD images were computer-manipulated to produce a fi
spectrum of intensity difference and intensity sum~and
hence the polarization ratio for each resolved transition! vs
wavelength. Figure 3 shows an example of data recorde
this fashion.

The linear and circular polarization ratios,P andC, re-
spectively, are defined in the conventional way

P5
I i2I'
I i1I'

, ~22!

where I i and I' are the intensities of fluorescence havi
polarization parallel with or perpendicular to the electric ve
tor of the exciting radiation, respectively,

C5
I12I2

I11I2
, ~23!

whereI1 and I2 are the intensities of the emitted radiatio
having polarization in the same~1! or opposite~2! sense to
that of the excitation radiation.

The techniques used for measuring circular polarizat
ratios are described in Ref. 18.C values may only be mea
sured in 0° or 180° geometries and so the experimental c
figuration was changed from that used for the measurem
of P. Linearly polarized laser radiation was circularly pola
ized by means of a Fresnel rhomb. The circular polarizat
of emission was determined using a photoelastic modul
locked to a synchronous photon counter. In this experim

r-FIG. 3. Polarized fluorescence data as recorded by the CCD. This yielI i

and I' which are then added and subtracted to obtain polarization ratio
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3482 Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
the monochromator was scanned to produce individual s
tral lines for which intensity and polarization were record
simultaneously.

IV. RESULTS

To compare theory with experiment the assumption w
made that upper and lower state spin doublets were no
solved in the experimental data. This is a good approxim
tion for the excitation process since although the laser li
width is narrow compared to spin splitting, the latter is le
than the Doppler width of theS-states studied here. Th
hyperfine components will all be Doppler shifted into res
nance with the exciting light though will not be equal
populated due to having different Ho¨nl–London factors. As
discussed above, coherence effects can be neglected an
time independent perturbation coefficients of Eq.~19! pro-
vide a satisfactory basis for the calculation.

In calculatingP andC, hyperfine interactions from the
N nucleus and the two H nuclei must be included. The14N
splitting is expected to be the larger of these and to cou
le

om
t
in

er
i

an
rm
H
le

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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most strongly with the rotational angular momentum. Pre
ous treatments of the coupling of the two protons in t
molecule22 have assumed their spins to be coupled to o
anotherprior to their interaction with the combined rota
tional and14N angular momentum. For the initial calcula
tions thisJINFNIH2F coupling scheme was used in calcul

tions of intensity~21! and polarization~22! and~23!. In this
schemeIH2 5 1,0 in analogy to the hydrogenmolecule, giving

rise to the identification of levels of NH2 as ortho states o
para-states, respectively.

This coupling scheme however resulted in unsatisfact
agreement with experimental data. Particularly disjoint is
predicted alternation in polarization ratios for odd and ev
N values which is not seen experimentally. We therefo
tested an alternative, more physically reasonable coup
scheme namelyJINF8IHF9IHF coupling, whereIH51/2 the
hydrogenatom nuclear spin. This corresponds to Hund
casebbJ coupling.

21 The expression for intensity then be
comes
I qB
qA}(

K
(

F8F9F
(
J

(
S

~2J11!2~2F811!2~2F911!2~2F11!2~2K11!

~2S11!~2IH11!2~2IN11! S 1 1 K

qA 2qA 0 D S 1 1 K

qE 2qE 0 D H 1 1 K
N N N9J

3H 1 1 K
N N N-J H N J S

J N KJ 2H J F8 I N

F8 J K J 2H F8 F9 IH

F9 F8 K J 2H F9 F IH
F F9 K J 2PK~cosu!. ~24!
ore
o-

is
the
ion

nd
all

nd

s a
The results of all calculations are presented in Tab
I–III and are displayed as plots ofC or P vsN in Figs. 4, 5,
and 6 together with the experimental points. Results fr
three sets of calculations are shown. In increasing ability
match experiment these are as follows. First are data po
calculated using the formulas forC andP with no additional
angular momentum coupling, i.e., no fine or hyperfine int
actions. These formulas are the well known forms found
standard sources, e.g., the texts of Feofilov1 and Zare.15 The
second set utilizes the formulas derived above with fine
hyperfine interaction included. However, they use the fo
of proton hyperfine coupling that is referred to above as2
molecule coupling. Thus the proton spins are first coup
together and then coupled to the combined14N-rotation an-

TABLE I. The CPR experimental and theoretical values for NH2.

Circular polarization ratios
Q↑P↓

N Cexp Ctheor. no spins Ctheor.J1IN1IH1IH
Ctheor.J1IN1IH2

1 26.88 238.46 28.77 217.81
2 28.60 226.32 210.38 28.55
3 29.70 220.00 211.28 216.68
4 29.00 216.13 211.60 211.52
5 28.90 213.51 210.81 212.53
7 27.50 210.20 29.87 29.79
s

o
ts

-
n

d

d

gular momentum. The third set of calculations use the m
intuitive form of coupling suggested above in which the pr
ton nuclear spins are coupledseparatelyto the combined
14N-rotation angular momentum. This form of coupling
expected to provide a better physical representation of
actual interactions within the molecule, given the separat
of the two protons by the central N atom.

Two sets of experimental linear polarization ratios a
one of circular polarization ratios are shown in Figs. 4–6
plotted as a function ofN. Figure 4 showsC values for a set
of QP transitions and Figs. 5 and 6 are for sets of QQ a

FIG. 4. Circular polarization ratios for QP resonance lines plotted a
function of excited stateN value.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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QR transitions, respectively. The profound effect of nucl
and electron spin on the polarization ratio can be seen v
clearly on comparison of all data sets with the prediction
the ‘‘rotation-only’’ calculation. In both calculations the de
polarizing effect of intramolecular angular momentum co
pling is seen to decrease asN increases and byN57 the
values have begun to converge.

The results of calculations based on the two differ
proton spin coupling cases are intriguing. The coupled p
ton spin~molecular H2! model predicts marked alternation
for odd and evenN values~the ortho and para levels, respe
tively!. These alternations are generally not seen in the d
although the calculated para level polarization ratios are g
erally closer to experiment than are the ortho levels. On
other hand the agreement between calculated values an
periment is particularly good for the more physically appe
ing ‘‘separately coupled H-atom’’ scheme. Although the da
points are not always within experimental error bars,
overall shape of theP or C vsN curves gives closest agree
ment in this latter coupling case with many points lyin
within experimental uncertainty. The closeness of the exp
mental results to those predicted with no contribution fro
collisional interactions implies that, as was found in the c
of diatomic molecules,6,7 there is little reorientation of the
rotational angular momentum vector that can be attribut
to the effects of elastic collisions.

FIG. 5. Linear polarization ratios for QQ resonance lines plotted as a fu
tion of excited stateN value.

TABLE II. The LPR experimental and theoretical values for NH2 .

Linear polarization ratios
Q↑Q↓

N Pexp Ptheor. no spins Ptheor.J1IN1IH1IH
Ptheor.J1IN1IH2

1 8.49 33.33 1.44 6.45
2 13.53 44.68 3.51 4.78
3 10.30 47.37 11.22 30.99
4 25.51 48.42 20.49 21.88
5 29.92 48.95 29.09 41.72
6 35.93 49.25 34.48 34.92
7 33.00 49.44 38.09 45.46
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This study set out to determine the effect of elastic c
lisions on the orientation of the rotational angular mome
tum vector in the triatomic molecule NH2. In order to assess
the effect of collisions it was necessary to account for
depolarizing effects of electron and nuclear spin. As can
seen from the results, these are very marked and an inte
tation based on comparison of the data with a calculation
ignores fine and hyperfine effects would be very misleadi
Furthermore the manner in which hyperfine interactions, p
ticularly those of the protons, are coupled has a surprisin
large influence. The most satisfactory results are obtai
from the calculation when the most intuitively appealin
coupling scheme, that of separate proton coupling,
adopted. This is contrary to spectroscopic convention
these triatomic hydrides. However, it is probably premat
to suggest that the scheme we have used should be m
widely adopted. What little data exist in which the hyperfi
levels have been resolved indicates that the hyperfine in
action varies very markedly from ground to excited sta
and also with vibrational level accessed.22 The rotational lev-
els studied here are in the~0,9,0! vibrational manifold and

c-FIG. 6. Linear polarization ratios for QR resonance lines plotted as a fu
tion of excited stateN value.

TABLE III. The LPR experimental and theoretical values for NH2.

Linear polarization ratios
Q↑R↓

N Pexp Ptheor. no spins Ptheor.J1IN1IH1IH
Ptheor.J1IN1IH2

2 214.46 263.64 23.59 24.94
3 218.75 252.94 29.62 230.46
4 226.60 247.83 216.99 217.86
5 219.84 244.83 223.14 236.20
6 231.28 242.86 227.02 227.45
7 222.08 241.46 229.49 237.04
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3484 Truhins et al.: Emission in asymmetric rotors. I
hence many quanta of the bend vibration are excited.
influence of the bend vibration on the hyperfine interact
needs further study.

The object of this work, as stated above, was to exam
the stability of the state multipoles of orientation and alig
ment to elastic collisions. It is clear thatK51, 2 are changed
only slowly by collision, as with diatomic molecules. Th
work is a necessary prelude to a study of change of orie
tion and of alignment as a result ofinelasticcollisions which
we shall report shortly. It is of interest to note that the m
lecular frame projection quantum numberska andkc disap-
pear in the expressions for resonance line polarization ra
but are an essential element in the transfer features. S
these quantum numbers allow direct access of molecular
ordinates from the laboratory frame, valuable stereodyna
cal information may be anticipated.
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